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Abstract 
The Chain Rule that expresses the derivative of exp (A(t)) as an infinite series involv- 
ing iterates of the commutator map ad A(t) is well known. We extend this formula, re- 
placing exp with a general analytic function.]~ and show that its validity now depends on 
the location of the characteristic values of A(t) in the domain of analyticity off .  Con- 
ditions under which the Chain Rule reduces to a finite sum are also developed; some 
af them are closely tied to the possession by A(t) of constant generalized 
eigenspaces. © 1998 Elsevier Science inc. All rights reserved. 
I. Statement of the main theorem 
Given an n x n matrix A with complex entries, it is customary to define by 
the equation 
ad A(X) := AX - XA 
the linear commutator map that acts on another such matrix X, We write 
(ad A)" for the vth iterate ofad A, and (ad A)(}(X) := X. An easy induction ver- 
ifies that 
(ad A)"(X)= ~-~(-I) 'p  A"XA"-". (I) 
I) o /') 
In this notation, the Chain Rule formula 
d ~ 1 ),._ 
~texp(A(t)) = E~(ad  A(t) 
I ' : :  I 
'(A' (t)) cxp(A(1)) (2) 
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for the exponential function has long been known; in fact, it is valid in a more 
general Lie Group setting. See R.ei'. [4], Section 3.3, for example, and Ref. [5] 
for a relatively simple proof. (Our formulation is ~ "transpose" of the usual 
version). We can say that Eq. (2) expresses the derivative ofexp (A(t)) in terms 
of values of exp and its derivatives, and we will now show that under certain 
conditions exp may be replaced by a general analytic function f and its deriv- 
atives. Notice that our conditions apply to A(t) but are independent of A'(t). 
Theorem 1. Suppose that A is a differentiable n x n matrix-valued fimction defined 
on an open interval J. For a given t E J, let 21(t),...,2,,(t) be the distinct 
characteristic values of A(t), and let d( t) denote the diameter of the spectrum; that is, 
d(t) = maxlA~,(t)- 2/~(t)[. 
~t,II 
Let f be a complex-valued fimction analytic in a domain D of the complex plane 
that contains each disk with center 2~(t) and radius d(t). Thetf 
d , ~ l ),._ )f(,.j ~f~A(t ) )  = ~'~.(adA(t)  I(A'(t) (A(t)). (3) 
L'---- | 
To make the proof of Theorem l easier to follow, we give its main steps in 
the next section, postponing two technical lemmas to Section 4. 
2. Proof of the main theorem 
Of the various possible ways to expressJ(A(t)), we will employ two. First we 
use the Cauchy Integral Formula. If C is a positively eriented simple closed 
curve in D and whose interior also lies in D and contains the 2's, then 





d f(A(t))  - 2hi f (z) (z l  - 
(" 
A(t))VJA'(t)(:.: - A(t)) -t dz. (5) 
Our second expression uses the component matrices of A(t) ([2], Section 6.1; 
[3], Section 9.5). But before introducing these components, we will make a mi- 
nor simplification of notation. Because we are dealing with a fixed t in this 
proot\ we will suppress it, writing A, A', ). in place of A(t), A'(t), 2(0. Suppose, 
therefore, that the characteristic polynomial of A is det(z l -A)  = I-I~::t 
( z - ) , , ) " .  Then there is a set of projection matrices {P~} and nilpotents 
{N~} such that 
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P~P# = 6~q~P:,, P,N, = N,P~ = N~, 
a 
A = E(2~/+ N~)P~. 
~=i  
It follows readily that 
a 
N:.=o, ~P~ = z, 
~t=l 
(6) 
cl nl~t-- ! 
(zl - A)- '  = ~-~E (z -  2~)-"-'N~P~, (7) 
• = I a=0 
and so from Eq. (4) and the Cauchy Integral Theorem we have the well-known 
formula 
. r (A )=~i i~  .~ N:p~, /8) 
which expressesJ(A) as a "Taylor Polynomial" in the component matrice,~ of A. 
Our strategy for verifying Eq. (3) is to substitute from Eq. (6) into its right- 
hand side (RHS of (3)), making use of Eq. (I) with X replaced by A', and also 
to substitute from Eq. (6) into RHS of (5) and show that the results are equal. 
Because of the equation 
a 
one matrix equation M = N is equivalent to the a 2 equations P~MP, t = P~NP,~ for 
~,ll = l , . . . ,a ;  employing this tactic simplifies the formulas that follow, in 
these equations we assume that I/(negative integer)[ =0; in particular, 
(.)=0 
if v > p. 
First we substitute from Eq. (6) into RHS of 111" 
P~(adA)"(A') 
() = ~~(- l ) " - "  v (~/+ N~)"P~A'(~.d + N~,)"-"P~, 
I1=: I p : :0  [) 
- ~( - I ) " - "  v p v -p  .~,_,,,.,,_¢ . , 
{ ()(v)  / =EEE/ -~)  ~ '  - ' ; / ,~ -,~,,)"--°-' ~o,~A,,,;v?,, 
f l=l a=O t=O ~ T 
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where the equality of the quantities enclosed in braces in the last equation is 
proved in Lemma 1 of Section 4. 
Eq. (8) applied to f~) yields 
f(V)(A)Pn = 
m.-t fi"+{;)(2, i) O 
E O! N~P~, 
0=0 
and so 
P, RHS(3) P,s = 
m~-lmn-lm~-IEEEE ~ [ ( -
o=0 r=O 0=0 v=! o 
To go from 
tp=0+, .  
Eq. (7) allows us to write 
xv-tr-r-IMo p AtMr+0p ]x (;< - ,~  . .~,~.. . .~ .,,j 
x(2~ ~,t) '-°-°+'-' N~ PeA N,~ g . (9) 
the first equation to the second, we made the substitution 
',,,r,{ , [ 
Pc RHS(5) P', = EE  
n =0 ~p =.0 "C 
. )° ,, (: _ ~,,)'~ , j ,v~ & A N,, e,,. 
(2 - / .~ 
(10) 
Thus Pc RHS of (3) P,s = Pc RHS of (5) P,t (and our theorem is proved) if the 
expressions in braces in Eqs. (9) and (10) are equal. But that equality is precise- 
ly the content of Lemma 2 of Section 4. 
3. Examples and extensions 
To illustrate how the validity of the Chain Rule Eq. (3) may depend on the 
location of the characteristic values of ,4(t) in the domain of analyticity of J~ let 
us suppose that 
t ,] 
and ~ evaluate d/dtf(A(t)) at t=0. Then in our formulas we will have 
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A = 
1 [0' A 0] 
A little calculation shows that for any function f, f (A ( t ) )= f (A )+ ½/ [ f ( l ) -  
.f(-l)]A' and (ad A)"(A') = 2"A'. Thus Eq. (3) becomes 
{[f(n) - f ( -  n)lA' = ~ fc,.)(_ ,)A,, 
P~--- I 
which is equivalent to 
f¢,')( f ( l )  = ~ --~.V 1) [1-- (-1)]". (11) 
If we think offlz) as expanded in a Taylor Series about - 1, Eq. (11) says that 1 
must lie inside its circle of convergence. In other words, f must be analytic in a 
domain that contains the disk of radius 2 whose center is -1. We cannot have 
f (z )  = l /z  or f (z)= l / (z  + 2); the choice f ( z )= tan lz, however, would be 
acceptable. 
Of course, iffis an entire function there can be no problem with the location 
of the characteristic values of A(t). In fact, we can establish the validity of 
Eq. (3) directly. The key is the equation 
N 
(zt - A)-nA'(zl - A)- '  =E(ad  A)"-' (A')(zl - A) -'-n 
l ' := I 
+ (zt -A)-' (ad,4)N(A')(z.~-A) -N-'. (12) 
This equation is obvious for N = I, and if we subtract the right-hand side from 
the expression that results from replacing N in the right-hand side with N + 1, 
we get 0, thus verifying Eq. (12) by induction. 
It is easy to see that if I-I is sufficiently large, the remainder term in Eq. (12) 
approaches 0 as N 1" oo. Then we have 
1.  (zl A)-IA'(zl A) -! 
2hi J ( z )  - 
= E(ad  A)"-' (A') f (z) (z I  - A)-"-'.  
|'---- I 
If, now, f is entire (for example, exp) we can integrate around a circle C whose 
center is the origin and whose radius is as large as necessary to ensure conver- 
gence and thus arrive at Eq. (3). 
In particular, of course, this equation holds for pol~ynomials, so iffl-) is a 
polynomial of degree N, then 
d N 1 ),,_ 
f (A( t ) )  = E~.  (ad A(t) 
I '=  I 
' (A'(t) )fI")(A(t) ). (n3) 
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This truncated form of the series in Eq. (3) results from the fact that 
f(~}(z) = 0 for v > N. But there is another way to truncate this series. We 
may say that A' N-commutes with A if (adA) N(A') = 0. Then 
(adA)~-l(A ') =0 for all v > N, and again Eq. (3) reduces to Eq. (13). To 
show that this equation is valid, we need only observe that the remainder 
term is missing in Eq. (12). So we multiply by (l/2ni)J(z) and integrate 
around a curve in the domain o f f  whose interior contains the characteristic 
values of A, thus providing the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. I f  A'(t) N-commutes with A(t) and if f is analytic in a domain that 
contains the characteristic values of A(t), then Eq. (13) holds'. 
"/'he prototypical matrix that satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 on an in- 
terval may be described as follows. Suppose that m~,... ,m,, are positive inte- 
gers whose sum is n, {M~(t)} is a collection of m~ x m~ matrices, nilpotent of 
degree m~, and {2~} is a collection of functions defined on some interval J of 
the T-axis. Then we say that the block diagonal matrix 
B(t) := diag[Al(t)Imt + M,(t) , . . .  ,),a(t)Im~ + M,,(t)] (14) 
is of weak Jordan Form in J. The matrix B'(t) has diagonal blocks 
2':.(t)Im~ +M'(t), and (ad B(t))~'(B'(t)) has diagonal blocks 
[ad(A~(t)Im, + M~(t))]"(A'~(t)Im, + M~(t)) = (ad Mx(t))"(M'~(t)) 
(;) - t I 'M '  = )-~( I)"-" M~( ) ~(t)M~(t) 
p=(, 
e 
Since each M~(t) is niipotent, it therefore follows that for a sufficiently large v 
each of' these diagonal blocks is O. In other words, there is an integer N such 
that for each t E J the derivative B'(t) N-commutes with B(t). Indeed, if A(t) 
is a matrix such that for some constant matrix R,R-IA(t)R = B(t), then 
(ad A(t)) N (A'(t)) = R(ad B(t)) s (B'(t))R -I = O, 
and so we have another theorem. 
Theorem 3. I f  there is a constant matrix R such that in some interval of the T-ax& 
the matrix R -t A(t)R has weak Jordan form, then there is an integer N such that 
Eq. ( ! 3) hoMs. 
We have just seen that if A(t) is similar via a constant matrix to a weak Jor- 
dan matrix in some interval, then there is an N such that (ad A(t)) N (A'(t)) = 0 
in that interval. At least a partial converse of this statement is also true. (The 
case N = i has been extensively studied; see. for example, Ref. [1].) 
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Theorem 4. Suppose that A is a matrix-valued function defined in an interval 
J, ml, . . . , ma are positive integers whose sum is n, N is a positive integer, and for 
each t E d, 
A a ). m,, (i) det (z l -  ,(t)) = l-l~=t(z- ,,(t)) where 2,(t) # :,/~(t) if  ~ # #, and 
(ii) (adA(t))"(A'(t)) = O. 
Then there is a constant matrix R such that for  each t ~- J ,R- IA(t )R is a weak 
Jordan matrix. (We emphasize that the m's and N are assumed to be independent 
oft.) 
Proof. We think of A(t) expressed in terms of its component matrices, and so 
for any complex number w, Eq. (7) yields 
(w1- A(:))-' 
a ms I 
= ~~(w-  2~(t))-'-'N~(t)#P~(t). 
~= ! a=0 
Therefore if F~ is a small circle surrounding 2~(t) and no other characteristic 
value, we can multiply this equation by l/2rd and integrate around F~ and 
so obtain 
I f (w/- A(t))-' P (t) = dw. 
Now we differentiate with respect to t, using Eq. (13) with flz) = llz and 
wl -  A(t) playing the role of A(t): 
~(t) = 2hi ,.=.l ~ (ad(w! - A(t))"-' ( (t))fI"l(wl - A(t)) dw. 
Since fI")(z) = (-I)"v!.: -I-'' and (ad(w!-  A(t))"- l(-A'(t))  = (-I)"(ad A(t)) ''-I 
(A'(t)), we have 
N ),.-t 1 f -,-,. F,(t) -= ~"~(adA(t) (A'(t))~-~n i (wl - A(t)) dw = O. 
v= I I'~ 
In short, each P,(t) is constant. Its rank is m,, so we select m= independent col- 
umns and use the resulting n vectors as columns of our sought-for matrix R. It 
is easy to see that R-~A(t)R has the form given in Eq. (14). E! 
The finite Chain Rule Eq. (13) holds iffl-) is a polynomia~ or if A'(t) ulti- 
mately commutes with A(t), but these conditions are not necessary. For exam- 
ple, suppose that N is a positive integer, f is not a polynomial of degree N or 
less, and 2 and It are distinct numbers uch that 
J_#,l f(lt) = ~ v!" (2 ) ( I t  - 2)" .  
v=O 
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IrA(t) = [~ ~], then 
(adA(t))"(A'(t)) =et (p -  2)"[OI 00], 
and so A'(t) does not ultimately commute with A(t). Nevertheless, we have 
f (A (O)  = eor(,~ ) _ f (u ) ) / (x  _ u) f(~O ' 
and hence 
~f(A( t ) )  - ~ (ad A(t)) '- 
~'~ ] 
_[ ° 
e'(/'(~)- fO'))/('~- . )  
' (A'(t) )f(V)(A(t) 
[o o] 
0 ,,=t v! 0 
.f(r)(2) 0 ] 
e'(f(")().)-f(")(p))/(2- p) f(r)(p ) 
= p-  2 f(p) -~6 v5 
which is 0 by our choice of 2 and II. In Ref. [6] we showed that there are other 
examples in case N = I, and no doubt there are still more for larger values of N. 
4. Technical lemmas 
We now provide the lemmas needed to complete the proofs in Section 2. 
Lemma I. l j 'a and z are nonnegative integers such that tr + t <<. v, and x and y are 
any numbers, then 
p=o T T 
Proof. Since the equation clearly holds when v = O, we can suppose the v > O. 
Then we apply the operator (O"+~/Oy~Ox ") to both sides of the equation 
,. ()v 
(x - y)" Z ( -  I )"-" = xPy, '- l', 
ij ~O P 
giving us 
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v ) ( - l ) ' r ! (  v -  a ) (x  - y)"-'-~ 
T 
, ,  () ( ) ( ' )  =Z(_ I ) , . _ , ,  v a! P z! -P  x"-"y '-''-~ 
p=O p 6 ~" 
The next lemma is not quite so simple. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that f is analytic in a doma& D that conta&s the disk 
{z:lz - a[ ~< [b - al}, and C is a positively oriented simple closed curve in D whose 
interior is also in D and contains a and b. Then for  nonnegative integers a and q~ 
we have 
, f f (z )  dz = ~ ~Z 
2rci (z - a) "+1 (z - b) 'p+l 
C 0 =0 v=a+q~+ ! -0  
(-1)"-" (v -  1 ) v!0! tr 
v-a-l) 
q~ - 0 f("+")(b)(a - b) 
v-a- ,p  ~-0- I
(Note: We may assume that the &ner summation starts at v = 1). 
(15) 
Ptoo£ We use the Cauchy Integral Formula to write 
I O* f(b) I O" f(a) 
LHS(15)= a),,,l t 
~p! Ob" (b - tr! aa" (a - b)'P+ i • 
Leibniz's Rule gives us the first of these derivatives: 
(16) 
Oh" (b - a)"'  ' - -  v =0 I' 
{'~'i' - v 
±,_,,. 
= f ( "~(b) (b  .... a )  - °  . . . . . .  1!! ff v=O 
To calculate the other derivative in Eq. (16), we start by writing 
,O+ v-, I (17) 
f (a )  'p r(,')tt,~ 
- - - -  = V""  -~-" J 
v ! (a - b)e+l ,, o "
~ ( a  - b) -('p~ i- ')  + 
7X. 
Z fir'(b)--- (a - b) '-'~'--' 
I'! v ,p ~ I 
Then 
c3" f (a )  
aa ° (a - b) *+l 
q~ (-- l ) 'P-v+lo'!  IO'- J --([)--  V 1 = y~ .f~")(h)(b - 
I'! t7 
v=O 
a)--a-,p + v-- I 
+ ~ ~ ! (b l (a  - b)"-" 
v::O+l 
- -~p-  I 
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and when we substitute from this equation and Eq. (17) into Eq. (16), we find 
that 
l (v - tp - l )  b),,-o t. 
LHS(15)= ~ ~ o" f ( " ) (b ) (a -  -"'- (18) 
v=a+q~+ ] 
Now we will show that RHS of (18) = RHS of (15). In that latter expression 
we make the substitution It = 0 -F v and then reverse the order of summation to 
obtain 
RHS(15) = Z 
H:a+tp  + 1 
(-I)*-+' } 
(~ - O)O!e! (<p - O) ! ( t~ - o - ~p - ! ) !  
x f I""(b)(a - b) " -" -~- l .  





o,::oP +0- tp  0 
Now 
~p!(~ - ~p - I ) !  
ld (19) 
+ ( )  I"+'Pt( I  - 1)"' = Z( - I ) " , ,  o tp0 I t " °*  t 
ar.d hence 
LHS(19) = ,./o 
! 
t"-* I(l - t) ~' dt. 
We c.n integrate by parts or recognize that this integral is a value of the Beta 
Function to see that it is indeed RHS of (19). I::1 
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